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Abstract 
A partial order andpartial reliable connection (eoc) is 
an end-to-end transport connection authorized to deliver 
objects in an order that can differ from the transmitted 
one. The service provided by such a connection is also 
authorized to lose some objects in a controlled manner. 
The eoc approach establishes a conceptual link between 
connectionless best-effort (CL) and connection-oriented 
reliable (co) protocols. POC is motivated by heterogeneous 
CL networks uch as Internet which are plagued by unor- 
dered delivery of packets and losses, which in turn tax the 
performances of current protocols. Moreover, it has been 
shown, that out of order delivery is able to economize the 
use of network resources uch as memory and bandwidth, 
and reduces end-to-end transit delay. To take advantage of 
POC'S benefits, applications must be able to relax some 
transport constraints. In this paper a temporal extension 
of eoc, called TPOC (for temporal POC), is introduced. TPOC 
offers a conceptual framework, which allows the QOS of 
distributed multimedia applications to be taken into 
account. The architecture for offering a TPOC transport 
service is introduced and evaluated for the transport of 
MPEG video streams. We demonstrate hat POC connections 
fill not only the conceptual gap between CL protocols 
(such as UDP) and co protocols (such asTCP) but also pro- 
vides demonstrable performances improvements for the 
transport of multimedia streams uch as MPEG video. 
Keywords: Communication protocol, Transport layer, Multime- 
dia service, Quality of service, Formal description technique, Packet 
transmission, Video signal, Picture coding, Time variation, System 
architecture. 
VERS UNE NOUVELLE  GI~NI~RATION DE 
SERVICES DE TRANSPORT ADAPTI~ AUX 
APPL ICAT IONS MULTIMl~DIAS 
R6sum6 
Une connexion d'ordre et de fiabilitd partiels (eoc, 
partial order connection) est une connexion de trans- 
port autorisde ?t perdre certains objets mais dgalement 
b les ddlivrer dans un ordre dventuellement diffgrent de 
celui d'dmission. L'approche POC gtablit un lien 
conceptuel entre les protocoles sans connexion au 
mieux et les protocoles fiables avec connexion. Le 
concept de POC est motivd par le fait que dans les 
rdseaux hdtdrogbnes ans connexion tels qu'Internet, 
les paquets transmis sont susceptibles de se perdre et 
d'arriver en ddsordre, entrafnant alors une rdduction 
des performances des protocoles usuels. De plus, on 
montre qu'un protocole associd au transport d'un flux 
multimgdia permet une rdduction trks sensible de l'uti- 
lisation des ressources de communication et de mdmo- 
risation ainsi qu'une diminution du temps de transit 
moyen. Dans cet article, une extension temporelle de 
POC, nommde TPOC (POC temporisd), est introduite. Elle 
constitue un cadre conceptuel permettant la prise en 
compte des exigences de qualitd de service des appli- 
cations multimddias rdparties. Une architecture offrant 
un service TPOC est ggalement introduite et dvaluge 
dans le cadre du transport de viddo MPEG. II est ainsi 
ddmontrd que les connexions eoc comblent, non seule- 
ment le fossg conceptuel entre les protocoles sans 
connexion et avec connexion, mais aussi qu'ils surpas- 
sent les performances des ces derniers lorsque des 
donndes multimddias (telles que la vidgo MPEG) sont 
transportdes. 
Mots el~s: Protocole communication, Couche transport, Service 
multim6dia, Qualit6 service, Technique description formelle, Trans- 
mission paquet, Signal vid6o, C dage image, Variation temporelle, 
Architecture syst6me. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Increasing capabilities of high performance end sys- 
tems and communication etworks have influenced the 
development of distributed computing. Unfortunately, 
upper layers of communication systems, particularly the 
transport layer, have not evolved similarly and are 
unable to satisfy new application needs and efficiently 
use new network services. Two main families of solu- 
tions have been proposed for overcoming these deficien- 
cies: either improve current hardware platforms and 
software implementations, or +develop new ones. 
The idea to improve current protocols (such as TCPhP) 
is based on the consideration that new protocols may add 
functionality (for certain applications) but their services 
could not surpass the services already provided by tradi- 
tional approaches. This trend is also encouraged by per- 
formance gains offered by better hardware interfaces [19], 
21] and better flow or error control mechanisms [3], 13]. 
Another approach consists in creating new mecha- 
nisms to be more compliant with the requirements of 
distributed multimedia applications [7], 9]. For achie- 
ving this goal, it is necessary to tailor the communica- 
tion system to the application's needs. The partial order 
and reliability connection (Poe) concept conforms to 
this approach [2, 9]. 
In this paper we introduce and justify the notion of 
temporized POC connection. In Section II, the concept of a 
partial order and partial reliability connection is introdu- 
ced as well as the service specification and a poc service 
architecture. In Section III, the TPOC service is defined and 
the TPOC service architecture is proposed. In Section IV 
the TPOC service specification is illustrated by an example 
of multimedia application. An implementation of this 
application and its evaluation are presented in Section VI. 
The point Smi n = (Omin, main) defines the minimal Qos 
to be provided by the Poc connection. In other words, 
this point indicates the lowest boundaries of the space of 
acceptable services. The first dimension of service S 
goes from the worst case of order Omi n to the total order. 
The set O represents the set of authorized sequences 
extracted from the global set, E, of objects that have to 
be transmitted. The second dimension goes from the 
minimum admissible reliability rmi n to the full reliabi- 
lity. This interval of reliability entails the set R of subset 
of E that contain the subset of objects that must be deli- 
vered. For simplification purposes, the set R will be 
assimilated to the set of objects that must not be lost. 
II. 1. Order dimension of the Poe service 
With respect to the order dimension, a POC service 
s = (o, r) is said to be compliant with service S = (O, R) 
if the sequence o (delivered by a service s) is valid with 
respect o the set O of authorized sequences. 
Definition 1. Ordering compliance, 
A POC service s = (o, r) conforms to the delivery order 
specified by S = (O, R), denoted s o-conf S, if o e O. 
For example, consider the transport of a set of 
7 objects {1,2,3,4,5,6,7}. For this set, we accept the 
objects 2, 3 and 4 to be delivered in any order. This sen- 
tence is an informal specification of the QOS for the 
order dimension of the service S. Therefore the set O 
of authorized sequences is O = {(1,2,3,4,5,6,7), 
(1,2,4,3,5,6,7), (1,3,2,4,5,6,7), (1,3,4,2,5,6,7), (1,4,2,3,5,6,7), 
(1,4,3,2,5,6,7}. Thus, if the received sequence is 
o = (1,2,4,3,5,6,7), the service s is ordering compliant o 
S = (O, R) because o E O. 
II. THE POC SERVICE 
The notion of POC service [1] defines a space of QOS- 
oriented transport protocols based on two parameters: 
the order o and the reliability r. A specification, S, of a 
POC service, can be seen as an area covering all the 
acceptable service deliveries. 
no order 
total reliability' 
r 
r 
llllrl 
no order 
no reliability :'~ 
total order 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 . . . . . . . .  ~. total reliability 
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FIG. 1. - -  The space of POC protocols 
Le plan des l)rotocoles {t ordre et fiabilitd lmrtiels 
II. 2. Reliability dimension of the POC service 
The reliability dimension, denoted R, was initially 
defined in [1], 9] as the minimum percentage of cor- 
rectly delivered information. This approach present wo 
main limitations. 
The first limitation concerns loss recovery. Once the 
specified reliability R is reached, following objects can 
unconditionally be lost. Most of the studies concerning 
the impact of losses on coded data flows [12, 15, 17, 22] 
show that these flows are more efficiently transported 
when the data's semantics are taken into account. In 
fact, for hierarchical encoded data sets, the loss of one 
high hierarchy data prevents the decoding of one or 
several lower hierarchy data (even if these lower ones 
have been correctly delivered), which in turn generates 
a dramatic degradation on the final presentation. MPEG, 
H. 261 and H. 263 video coding algorithms are typical 
examples of hierarchical coding techniques. Thus, for  
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such applications, it is indispensable to ensure the deli- 
very of some data. 
The second limitation relates to blocking periods. 
Blocking periods occur during the recovery of one lost 
data, when the specified reliability has not yet been rea- 
ched. These blockages are systematically generated 
even for information whose loss does not produce criti- 
cal degradation. This behavior is due to the error reco- 
very mechanisms that are activated without taking into 
account he semantics of the transmitted data. 
To solve these problems, a new definition for the 
reliability dimension of the poc service is proposed. For a 
given service specification S = (O, R), R represents (with 
respect o the set of transmitted objects E) the subset of 
objects that must be delivered by the service S. Thus, for 
a service s = (o, r) delivered by one transport entity (at 
the receiver's ide), r represents the set of effectively 
delivered objects. Moreover, the complement of R in E, 
defines the objects that are authorized to be lost. Finally, 
a POC service s = (o, r) is compliant with the reliability 
constraints specified by S = (O, R) if R c r. 
Definition 2. Reliability compliance 
A service s = (o, r) conforms to the reliability speci- 
fication of service (i.e. a QOS) S = (O, R), denoted s 
r-conf S, if it verifies R c r. 
As an example, let us consider a service that is 
authorized to lose object 5 from the sequence of 7 
objects {1,2,3,4,5,6,7} (This sentence in an informal 
specification of the reliability associated with the ser- 
vice S = (O, R)). The set R is then R = { 1,2,3,4,6,7}. If 
the received sequence s is the sequence (t,2,3,4,6,7), the 
set r (defining the reliability delivered by the service s) 
is then r = { 1,2,3,4,6,7}. The reliability of the service s
is compliant with the service specification defined by S 
because R c r. 
II. 3. The order and reliability dimensions of the 
POC service 
Finally, a poc service s = (o, r) is said to be confor- 
ming to the order and reliability constraints stated by the 
quality of service specification S = (O, R), if s is o-eonf 
and r-eonf to S. 
Definition 3. Order and reliability compliance 
A service s = (o, r) conforms to the reliability and 
ordering specification of the quality of service S = (O, 
R) denoted s-eonf S, if it verifies s ~ S, that is (o 6 O) 
and (R c r). 
Indeed, assume the transport of the sequence of 7 
objects, with the QOS S = (O, R) where O and R are 
identical to the two latter examples. In this case S 
defines the set of allowed services S = {(1,2,3,4,5,6, 7), 
(1,2,4,3,5,6,7), (1,3,2,4,5,6,7), (1,3,4,2,5,6,7), (1,4,2,3,5,6, 7), 
(1,4,3,2,5,6,7), (1,2,3,4,6,7), (1,2,4,3,6,7), (1,3,2,4,6,7), 
(1,3,4,2,6,7), (1,4,2,3,6,7), (1,4,3,2,6,7)}. For example, if 
the received sequence of objects s is (1,2,4,3,6,7), then 
the service conforms to the partial order and reliability 
specified by S. 
II. 4. Specifying a POC service 
To declare its communication requirements, an 
application has to use a QOS specification. The specifica- 
tion rules are normally imposed by the communication 
system, there are many ways to express them. For ins- 
tance, in a Poc framework, sets of admissible sequences 
can be used (as specified above). Nevertheless, for an 
implementation, the use of sets may induce a conside- 
rable computational burden due to the combination of 
the elements of a partial order. 
Previous works has shown that the formalism of TSr'N 
(time stream Petri net) provides an efficient way for spe- 
cifying POC services [9]. Moreover, this formalism 
allows temporal constraints o be associated with events. 
I I .  4. 1. The  TSPN model 
The time stream Petri net (TSPN) model is a Petri net 
extension that allows one to reason about temporal and 
synchronization constraints in asynchronous ystems. 
By using TSPN, a process (i.e., a communication or pre- 
sentation process) is modeled as an arc labeled by a 3- 
uple ((x, n, y) in Figure 2-a). This 3-uple, called a tem- 
poral validity interval, or TVl, specifies respectively the 
minimal, nominal and maximum admissible duration of 
the considered process (i.e., all of the durations which 
satisfy the semantics of the process). This temporal 3- 
uple allows the temporal non-determinism of processes 
in asynchronous distributed systems to be modeled. The 
dynamic behavior of such a modeled process is the fol- 
lowing: a token arrival in place P at time r models the 
start of the process, the related transition t can be fired 
and therefore the token withdrawn at any time in the 
time interval ['c+x, "c+y]. This synchronization scheme 
considers a basic case where one process is involved 
only ; if we consider a synchronization scheme between 
several processes (Fig. 2-b) then reasoning (and there- 
fore modeling) about synchronization between several 
processes which have an asynchronous behavior 
becomes more complex. Indeed, it can be shown that in 
this general case, it is impossible to satisfy the temporal 
constraints of the whole process. The TSPN model solves 
this problem by introducing a formal semantics of syn- 
chronization in asynchronous systems. The basic idea of 
TSPN synchronization semantics consists in favoring a 
statically or dynamically defined process. Such an 
approach entails three fundamental strategies, that is : to 
favor the latest process ("and" synchronization), the ear- 
liest process ("or" synchronization), or a given pre-defi- 
ned master process ("master" synchronization). The 
combination of these three basic synchronization types 
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(a) (b) 
FIG. 2. - -  Modeling of basic intra-stream (a) and inter-stream (b) 
synchronization schemes with TSPN 
Moddlisation de schdmas ildmentaires de synchronisation i tra- 
flux (a) et inter:flux (b) 
2 
FIG. 3. - -  TSPN representation f a partial order 
Reprdsentation d'un ordre partiel b l 'aide du formalisme TSPN 
leads to a complete set of nine synchronization opera- 
tors which define a semantics of synchronization in 
asynchronous systems. TSPN allows this synchronization 
semantics to be modeled by using typed transitions [20]. 
In the following section, the TSPN model is used in a 
first approach for reasoning about and specifying a par- 
tial order and partial reliability service. Then the contri- 
bution of this model for designing a new generation of 
time-constrained transport protocols will be tackled. 
II.4.2. Model ing a POE service 
The expressive power of TSPN formalism allows 
order, losses and temporal constraints of systems to be 
specified. In this section we focus on the capability offe- 
red by this model for easily expressing partial order and 
partial constraints. That means the TVl associated to 
modeled processes will be ignored (i.e., they are all equal 
to (0, *, +oo), where * represent any instant in the TVl). 
In the following, the example of Definition 3 will be 
used to illustrate the TSPN specification of a Poc service. 
This service has been previously specified by means of 
sets as S = O x R = {{1,2,3,4,5,6,7}, {1,2,4,3,5,6,7}, 
{1,3,2,4,5,6,7}, {1,3,4,2,5,6,7}, {1,4,2,3,5,6,7}, 
{1,4,3,2,5,6,7}, {1,2,3,4,6,7}, {1,2,4,3,6,7}, {1,3,2,4,6,7}, 
{1,3,4,2,6, 7}, {1,4,2,3,6, 7}, {1,4,3,2,6, 7} }. 
II. 4 .2.1.  Modeling the order dimension 
Let us first consider the order dimension of the order 
and reliability service S associated with our example. 
The TSPN formalism allows parallel and serial relations 
to be expressed. Parallel relations are used to express 
out of order delivery whereas erial relations are used to 
express total order delivery. In practice, any partial 
order delivery can be expressed by combining serial and 
parallel relations. 
The considered order specification, O, defines that 
among an ordered sequence of 7 transmitted objects, 
objects 2, 3 and 4 can be delivered in any order. This can 
be expressed with TSPN by using parallel inter-object 
relations combined with serial relations. Thus, objects 2, 
3 and 4 are modeled by using a parallel relation while 
objects 1, 5, 6 and 7 are modeled by using serial rela- 
tions. The combination of these two relations defines the 
partial order specification (Fig. 3). Note that objects 2, 3 
and 4 are linked by an AND type transition. This synchro- 
nization semantics expresses that the three objects can be 
delivered in any order but that their loss is not permitted. 
I I .4.2.2. Modeling the reliability dimension 
Now let us consider the reliability dimension of the 
specification S. According to S, only object 5 can be lost 
whereas objects 1,2,3,4,6 and 7 must be delivered. For 
specifying such a behavior, we use a MASTER synchroni- 
zation semantics (i.e., a master transition). According to 
TSPN firing rules, a MASTER transition can be only fired 
when the related master process is finished (other rela- 
ted processes are called slaves and they do not deter- 
mine the transition firing condition). In order to specify 
the service S, places 5 and 6 are synchronized by a MAS- 
TER transition with place 6 defined as master of this syn- 
chronization scheme (in Figure 4 the related arc is 
drawn as a bold arrow). This synchronization specifica- 
tion expresses that object 5 delivery is not mandatory, 
indeed the related transition is fired as soon as object 6 
is received. 
2 
AND MASTER 
FIG. 4. - -  Partial order and partial reliability specification 
SpEcification d'un ordre et d'une fiabilitd partiels 
II.5. A POC transport architecture 
A poc architecture must be able to provide (from a 
TSPN specification) a partial order and partial reliability 
end-to-end communication service. Considering that 
poc's provide an end-to-end communication service, 
this architecture delivers a transport layer service. As 
for most widespread transport services (such as co and 
CL), the poc service is implemented between the appli- 
cation and the network layer (see Fig. 5). A poc protocol 
and an APl (application programming interface) define 
mainly this architecture. 
The APl allows an application to negotiate and access 
a poc service. Negotiation trades the establishment of a 
QOS-oriented transport service with both the remote and 
the local poc protocol. If the required service is obtai- 
ned, then local poc protocol's modules are configured. 
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application 
POC protocol 
congestion ]~ errorrecoveryl RTT [synchronization 
control retransmission I 
network layer 
FIG. 5. - -  Architecture ofa poc transport protocol 
Architecture d'un protocole de transport ~ordre et fiabilitd partiels 
Both negotiation and configuration are achieved by 
mapping transport QOS on to network QOS. When nego- 
tiation and configuration are achieved, the application 
uses this API for sending and receiving data. 
The protocol [16] is essentially based on three functio- 
nal modules: (1) a synchronization module, (2) an error 
recovery module and (3) a congestion control module. 
The synchronization module determines how objects 
can be consistently delivered to the application, in 
conformance with the service specification expressed 
with a TSPN. Thus, the evolution of the related TSPN state 
determines the dynamic behavior of the specified ser- 
vice. With respect to transition types, there are two 
types of object: essential objects (modeled by master 
arcs) and unessential objects (modeled by slave arcs). 
Essential objects are necessary to fire a transition whe- 
reas unessential objects are irrelevant. If the loss of an 
essential object is detected, the TSPN module manages its 
recovery. The task of the error recovery module is 
essentially achieved by means of retransmissions. 
Finally, the congestion control module determines, from 
the number of detected losses, the quantity of transport 
packet data units (TPDUS) that must be dropped consis- 
tently with the observed network QOS while respecting 
the pre-negotiated transport service. 
II.6. POC benefits 
II.6.1. Reduction of blocking periods 
Blocking times are usually generated by both reco- 
very of lost information and the need to observe order 
constraints. Indeed, in a totally ordered and totally 
reliable service (such a co service), each TPDU loss or 
unordered reception can potentially generate blocking 
times, conversely a CL service does not entail such bloc- 
king states but at the expense of reliability. 
As far as a POC connection is concerned, it can gene- 
rate more blocking times than a CL service but less than 
a co service. Indeed, consider the specification of sec- 
tion II. 4. 2. In the worst case (if we suppose that error 
recovery mechanisms cannot ake advantage of authori- 
zed out of order for objects 2, 3 and 4), 6 out of 
7 objects can generate a blocking time. 
II.6.2. Reduction of buffer occupancy 
As far as buffer occupancy is concerned, the POE 
concept reduces the occupancy ratio. This reduction 
comes from the fact that out of order delivery is accep- 
ted. For the example analyzed in section II. 4.2, any 
delivery order between objects 2, 3 and 4 is accepted. If
object 4 arrives prior to object 2, object 4 does not have 
to be buffered until the delivery of objects 2 and 3 ; 4 
can be delivered immediately to the service user. This 
advantage becomes more perceptible as the number of 
objects (authorized to be delivered in any order) 
increases. 
II.7. Poc service l imits 
A Poc service does not consider the time dimension, 
which is fundamental for multimedia applications. 
Indeed POC'S are unable to control time related QOS para- 
meters, such as delivery rate, end-to-end elay and jitter. 
Additionally, POC connections present other restrictions. 
The lack of a temporal reference generates a waste of 
communication resources, specially, communication 
buffers and bandwidth used for retransmission purpose. 
When resource reservation capabilities are not avai- 
lable, a poc allows an application to exploit the order 
and reliability laxity of its media in order to reduce 
end-to-end delay and better utilize communication 
resources. For real-time continuous media applications, 
which are time-constrained and error-tolerant (i.e., able 
to cope with error and not fully ordered information), a 
POC connection is a particularly well adapted communi- 
cation support. Indeed, it has been shown that by using a 
POE connection for the communication of multimedia 
streams, the global delivery time can be dramatically 
reduced [11]. Unfortunately, because the Poc service 
definition does not consider the time domain, real-time 
constraints cannot be guaranteed. 
II.7.1. Waste of communication buffers and bandwidth 
Waste of communication buffers at the sender or 
receiver side occurs because it is not necessary to hold 
in these buffers all the transmitted or received objects. 
Indeed, it is not worth retransmiting or asking for a 
retransmission of out-of-date objects associated with 
continuous treams or multimedia synchronization sce- 
narios. Nevertheless, because the sender of a poc 
connection is unable to check if a retransmitted object 
will arrive on time, the sender buffers systematically 
transmitted objects to satisfy potential retransmission 
requests. This limitation could be overcome by using 
the temporal semantics of the transmitted object (such 
as TSPN IVTS)  and by monitoring network QOS. 
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Consider, for instance, the service specification ana- 
lyzed in section II. 4.2. Let us suppose that object 6's 
TVl is (80,90,100). According to the TSPN specification 
presented in Figure 4, object 5 must be received before 
the upper bound of the object 6's TVl arrives, otherwise 
object 5 is dropped (because object 6 is the master of 
the inter-stream synchronization point). Under such 
conditions, if object 5 is lost and the mean RaW (round 
trip time) is 40 ms, object 5 may be recovered at the 
latest 100 time units after the delivery of the previous 
objects (i.e., objects 2, 3 and 4) to the above layer. 
Conversely, if the RTT was 500 ms, buffering of object 5 
is useless because its eventual retransmission will cer- 
tainly be unsuccessful. So, no matter to waste a buffer 
and bandwidth on useless retransmissions. Such a possi- 
bility cannot be exploited by a POC connection, because 
it does not consider the time domain in its service speci- 
fication. In summary, if a eoc connection knew the YVl 
of objects, it would be able to optimize communication 
resources (essentially transmission buffer and band- 
width), and satisfy more accurately application-level 
time related QOS parameters. 
I I I .  TEMPORAL PARTIAL 
ORDER CONNECTIONS 
I I I.1. On the relevance of time in transport 
protocols 
In the framework of best-effort networks, the trans- 
port layer has a fundamental role to play for adapting 
the network service to application eeds. Considering 
that there is a gap between multimedia pplications' 
temporal requirements and the asynchronous behavior 
of current networks, the transport layer is a privileged 
place where time related QOS parameter can be control- 
led and enforced. This approach aims to alleviate multi- 
media applications of the implementation burden of 
sophisticated buffering and adaptive techniques. There- 
fore the design effort of multimedia pplications can be 
greatly reduced by the use of a weakly synchronous 
transport service which delivers multimedia information 
units according to time related QOS parameters derived 
from application level requirements. Such a new genera- 
tion of transport protocols not only reduces the conl- 
plexity of distributed multimedia pplications, but also 
entails a dramatic improvement on the use of network 
and communication resources. Indeed, by taking into 
consideration at the transport level the temporal seman- 
tics of information units, this new approach allows more 
efficient congestion control, rate control and buffer 
management techniques to be applied. 
Moreover, weakly synchronous transport protocols 
are also useful in the framework of guaranteed quality 
networks. By supporting some temporal admissible 
555 
variability, these protocols offer more flexibility for net- 
work resource management, and offer indirectly to the 
user, tradeoff facilities between quality and price. 
111.2. TPOC service 
A temporized partial order and partial reliability ser- 
vice (hereafter referred to as TPOC) provides a more tho- 
rough coverage of the fundamental QOS parameters nee- 
ded by multimedia pplications. Indeed, the introduction 
of the time domain allows the service to guarantee 
aspects related with time such as delivery rate, end-to- 
end delay and jitter. 
In a TPOC framework, the QOS is expressed by three 
parameters: the order O, reliability R and the acceptable 
temporal variability T. These parameters determine the 
boundaries of acceptable services S. When they are 
represented in a graphical way, O, R and T define a 
space of admissible services (Fig. 6). 
total rel iabi l ity S 
no order  _ _ _ _~_  _ _ . . . . .  . .  ~ . . . .  ; . : . ,  
R -~':c- " ' !  ~ / / ~ , "  total order & 
r - -  "-'_2, . . . .  x ~- no reliabil ity 
. . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  -" . . . . . . . . .  ~ "- lm in  
t - - r . . . . .  r . . . .  -/'- - /max 
O 
FIG. 6. - -  Express ing  QOS wi th  TPOC 
Expression de la qualit~ de service avec TPCO 
Considering that the order and reliability dimen- 
sions have been previously explained, let's now consi- 
der the time dimension of this space of QOS. Section 
II.4. 1 showed how the TSPN model allows, with the 
help of temporal validity intervals, temporal constraints 
associated with multimedia objects to be specified. 
Indeed, for a transport service, the notion of temporal 
validity interval can be interpreted as follows: let (x, n, y) 
be the temporal validity interval associated to an object 
then x, n, y are respectively the minimal, nominal (i.e., 
ideal) and maximal duration for the delivery of the object 
to the service user. In particular, that means the object 
must not be delivered before the relative time x and is 
considered useless after relative time y (i.e., if the object is 
too late, it is unnecessary to buffer it). This approach intro- 
duces the notion of weakly synchronous transport service, 
that is, a transport service which is offered during precise 
time intervals. Notice that weakly synchronous transport 
service covers the entire range of transport services from 
fully synchronous (i.e., when the lVT of transport service 
data unit (TSDU) are equal to one point) to fully asynchro- 
nous (when the lVT are equal to [0,+~]) ones. 
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We have shown in [20] that any TSPN can be reduced 
in a canonical timed arc the associated TVt of which abs- 
tractly models its detailed temporal behavior. Therefore 
the TVl associated with the canonical form of a TSPN, that 
models a TPOC service, defines the temporal interval (i.e. 
temporal metric) associated to this TPOC service on the 
temporal axis of the so defined 3 dimensional QOS space. 
For instance, consider the basic example of a multimedia 
application where the user level QOS is expressed by the 
TSPNS in Figure 7a and Figure 7b. The first TSPN specifies 
the high level temporal constraints related to the applica- 
tion layer. The user is ready to accept at the maximum 1 
time unit between its interaction for launching the applica- 
tion and the display of the application (the interaction 
delay is modeled by place "start"). Following place "start" 
the multimedia application and its temporal constraints are 
modeled by place "application". This application is mode- 
led by an abstract place (place "application") whose detai- 
led behavior is modeled by the subnet in Figure 7b. The 
TSPN in Figure 7b specifies that the multimedia application 
consists of the sequential presentation of 3 multimedia 
objects (modeled respectively by places O l, O 2 and 03). 
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Now let us consider how to translate this user level 
or application layer QOS into a transport layer QOS. The 
transport layer QOS can be easily derived from the user 
level one by right shifting the XVl of this sequence of 
objects. That is, the time constraints for the display of 
object (i) become the time constraints associated to the 
delivery of object i + 1 (i.e., object i + 1 must be deli- 
vered as soon as the display of object i is terminated) 
(Figure 7.c). Therefore, applications which use such a 
transport service must be able to adapt heir behavior to 
the flexibility of this new type of transport service. 
However, the adaptive behavior is done within the 
frame of a predefined flexible QOS expressed from appli- 
cation requirements. 
Therefore, the reception of these three objects may 
correspond to the absolute times illustrated in Figure 7-d. 
In this figure, the potential delivery period for each 
object 0 i is defined with an absolute time interval, [tmin, 
tmax] calculated from the IVT and the delivery time of the 
previous object. This approach allows the network 
variability to be partially hidden while taking into 
account an application layer's temporal constraints. 
However, as previously noted, such a definition of a 
transport level service assumes that the service user 
(i.e., the application) can adapt its behavior to the defi- 
ned temporal flexibility entailed by a TPOC service. In 
other words a TPOC service is particularly well adapted 
for supporting adaptive applications. The previous 
example leads to the formal definition of the notion of 
temporal conformance of a TPOC service. 
Definition 4. Timing-compliance 
A service s is time conforming, denoted s t-conf S, 
with a reoc service specification modeled by a TSPN T if 
the service s satisfies the synchronization semantics of 
the TSPN T. 
Suppose for example that we want to transport the 
sequence of 3 objects {O t, 02, 03} illustrated by the 
TSPN in Figure 7-b. If a service s provides the following 
set of delivery times for this sequence of objects 
D = {1, 6, 18}, then this service is t-conf to the specifi- 
cation of service modeled by the TSPN in Figure 7-c. 
Finally, a service s is said conforming to a TPOC service 
specification S, if it is simultaneously order, reliability 
and time compliant to S. 
III.3. A TPOC transport architecture 
A TPOC architecture must be able to provide a time 
constrained partially ordered and a partially reliable 
end-to-end communication. This architecture is essen- 
tially a poc architecture (see section II. 5), which has 
been enhanced to support ime domain aspects (Fig. 8). 
This enhancement has been achieved by the addition of 
two modules: the "time control" module and the 
"resource reservation" module. 
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reliability and order. Of course, a minimal acceptable 
degree of order must be offered to the service user. 
A TPOC service, in contrast o co or CL service, allows 
to negotiate these three fundamental QOS parameters 
(i.e., time, order and reliability). 
FIG. 8. - -  Architecture of TPOC transport protocol 
Architecture d'lttz protocole de transport 77'co IV. 1. MPEG video structure 
The goal of the "time control" module is to provide 
information about the temporal status of the communi- 
cation subsystem. That is achieved by means of two 
variables: r~ and TR (a time reference). During the r,oc 
service configuration setup, this information is 
employed to determine the kind of resource to be used. 
For instance, on considering the WT associated to the 
delivery of a given object, if the estimated rTT is not 
small enough to achieve its recovery by retransmission 
and if its loss is authorized, then no communication buf- 
fers are assigned to the transmission. 
If the transport of a set of objects can only be satis- 
fied by means of resource reservation, the "resource 
reservation module" is used. Firstly, it determines the 
amount of network resources to be assigned to the set 
of objects. A mapping function achieves the translation 
from the r'oc specification to the network parameters to
be used for the resource reservation. These parameters 
are essentially: the rate, the peak rate and the end-to- 
end delay. When these parameters are obtained, the 
"reservation module" achieves the resource reservation 
procedure imposed by the network communication sub- 
system. 
As far as the synchronization module is concerned, 
however, in the Tr'OC architecture, a clock is associated 
to each service date unit for controlling its temporal 
validity according the temporal constraints imposed by 
the service specification. Moreover, TSPN synchroniza- 
tion semantics are applied by checking the evolution of 
the IVT of the service data units involved in a synchroni- 
zation point (i.e., inter-stream synchronization). 
IV. EXAMPLE OF AN APPL ICAT ION 
REQUIR ING A TPOC SERVICE 
The MPEG video stream structure is organized as a 
succession of three types of data: (1) intra frames, (2) 
predicted frames and (3) Bi-directional frames. Each 
frame contents exactly one picture, which is divided into 
a number S of slices. Each kind of frame is decoded as 
follows: bi-directional frames (B) are decoded by using 
information contained in the closest backward and for- 
ward intra frame (/) or predicted frame (P). The deco- 
ding of predicted frames employs the latter reference 
frame. A reference frame (such as I-frames and P- 
frames) is a frame needed for the decoding of another 
frame. Finally, I-frames decoding is fully independent. 
The relations between frames are illustrated in Figure 9. 
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Fla. 9. - -  Dependency relationship between I, P and B frame 
Relations de ddpendance ntre les trames I, P, B d'un flux MPEG 
Several frames are gathered into a group of picture 
(coP) and several cop into a video sequence (Fig. 9). A I 
frame (one per coP) is always placed at the beginning of 
the GOP and followed by a number of P frames, which 
are interspersed between B frames, For a given GOP, the 
I, P and B ratios are defined by the prediction scheme. 
The prediction scheme is characterized by the distance 
between two reference frames, denoted as M, and the 
distance between two I frames, denoted as N. Figure 9 
illustrates a GOt' whose the parameters N, M and S are 
12, 4 and 5 respectively. 
We now illustrate the contribution of a TPOC service 
for the transport and delivery of Mr'EG video. It is well 
known that MPEC video streams [4] though time- 
constrained can tolerate some losses and out of order 
delivery. Therefore, mr'EG video client-server applica- 
tions are good candidates for exploiting the advantages 
of  TPOC. 
The following example specifies a service that 
favors playback continuity potentially at the expense of 
IV. 2. Specification of the partial order and the 
partial reliability 
To define the admissible level of transport service for 
a MPEG video sequence, consider a specific video 
sequence. The sequence that we will analyze has a GOP 
structure characterized by M = 4, N = 12 and S = 5 
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(see Fig. 9). Using the TSr>N model such a video 
sequence can be modeled by a 4 level TSPN (Fig. 10). 
The video sequence is modeled by an abstract place 
which models the high level time behavior of the MPEG 
transport service (Fig. 10-a). This high level specifica- 
tion expresses that the MPEG video service is offered to 
the client during a minimum period of 36 seconds, a 
nominal period of 48 seconds, and a maximum period of 
60 seconds. These three delays offer a temporal laxity 
for implementing the specified transport service. At a 
finer level, the MPEG sequence can be expressed as a 
sequence of GOP that is a more detailed specification of 
the structure of the video sequence and of the partial 
order and reliability service accepted for its delivery 
(Fig. 10-b). With the help of the TSPN model, this hierar- 
chy of levels is expressed by considering that the TSPN of 
the GOP layer is the sub-net related to the abstract place, 
denoted SEQ, of the sequence layer. Note that the GOP 
layer specifies that a sequence of GOP must respect a 
total order and a total reliability. The next level, that is, 
the frame level, specifies the partial order and reliability 
constraints accepted for the transport of each GOP. Let's 
consider any GOP, denoted GOP i, in the GOP layer, the par- 
tial order and reliability of this level must be defined by 
considering two basic aspects: the maximal acceptable 
user level presentation degradation, and the error reco- 
very techniques allowed by the MPEG algorithm. 
Consider first the order dimension of the partial 
order/partial reliability protocol space. For information 
delivery to the MPEG transport service user, we distin- 
guish two types of MPEG data units for the transport of 
video: upper layer headers (ULH) such as sequence, GOP 
or frame headers, and frames slices (F). These two 
streams are processed in parallel, and periodic synchro- 
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nization points are applied between delivery action for 
ULHi+ 1 and F r In other words, a partial order is introdu- 
ced between the delivery of the current frame and the 
one of the next header (slices S k contained in a frame F i 
can be delivered in any order). 
Let us now consider the reliability dimension of the 
required service. In order to address a consistent bit- 
stream to the MPEG coder, the stream of header informa- 
tion has priority over the stream of data (S packets). That 
means the headers' reception rhythms the delivery of data 
to the application. From a modeling point of view, this 
priority is expressed by considering the Header stream as 
a "master" stream. If frame F i is partially received but 
header UHLi+ 1 is available and the temporal constraints 
associated with UHLi+ 1 are satisfied, then UHLi+ 1 is 
addressed to the service user and the delivery of F/ is 
stopped. This strategy adopted for B frames differs for 
I and P frames. Indeed the complete or partial delayed 
delivery of this type of frame is useful for the decoding of 
dependant pictures, that is even if their presentation pe- 
riod has expired these frames can be used to stop error 
extent. In contrast, the partial delivery of B frames has 
only limited impact on the stream quality because it 
doesn't impact on other frames and the recovery of 
delayed parts is useless after they have been processed by 
the service user. Therefore as modeled by Figure 10-c the 
delivery of I and P frames is accepted at any time bet- 
ween their nominal delivery time and the delivery of the 
last dependant frame (e.g. the end of the GOP for an I 
frame). Note that a transport protocol can build such a 
service by using two different network layer QOS. 
IV. 3. Specification of the temporal constraints 
Up to now we have defined the "What and how" of 
this new MPEG transport service but, as seen previously, 
the TSPN model offers also a formal framework for reaso- 
ning about he "when". In the case of the proposed MPEG 
stream transport service, considering the thigh relation- 
ship between transport level data and application level 
data, the TVl associated to the different TSDU must be 
derived from the QOS required by the service user (i.e. the 
application). Several contributions have shown how the 
TSPN model allows user level QOS requirements to be for- 
mally expressed [5, 8, 14]. For instance, lets suppose that 
the application eeds are modeled by the TSPN in Figure 
11. This user level QOS specification requires a nominal 
presentation rate of 25 frames per second and supports a
10ms jitter for each video frame. 
F I (30,40.50) tl ~ ~  t 2 , ) . o o o o ~ [  t 
"1 
FIG. 11. - -  Specification of user level QOS 
requirements (time in ms) 
Specification des exigences de l 'utilisateur 
en mat@re de quatit( de service (temps en ms) 
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The implications of this application level QOS on the 
partial order transport service for a GOP as specified by 
Figure 10-c are the followings: 
9 The GOP header must be delivered as soon as possible, 
therefore the lVT associated to ULH1 is (0,0,0). 
9 Delivery of/-frames can be delayed at the least the 
minimum frame presentation duration (i.e. the mini- 
mum presentation duration of the previous frame, 
which the nominal duration is 40 ms). Moreover l- 
frames are useful for recovery purpose as long as the 
maximum duration of the GOP they open, that is: 
(N-1)*(1/fmin) where N is the distance between I
frames andf~i nis the minimum frame rate admitted by 
the application, 20 frames per second in our example. 
Therefore, in our example the WT associated with an I 
frame is (30,40,550), with duration given in ms. 
9 The calculus of IVT associated to P-frames must consi- 
der the range of the frame in a GOP. Indeed, the deco- 
ding of a P frame depends of the previous P and I 
frames of the considered GOt'. Therefore the nth P- 
frame can be used for recovery purpose during 
M*(N/M-n)*(1/fmin) time units where M is the distance 
between P frames. 
9 The delivery of B frames to the service user can be 
done by using at the transport level the temporal 
constraints given by the application level. In other 
words, the transport provider can exploit the admis- 
sible temporal variability supported by the application 
for frame presentation duration. Therefore B-frames' 
IVT are (30,40,50). That means the level representing 
the transport has between 30 and 50 ms to deliver each 
B frame to the service user. 
9 Delivery of the nth frame header must be done after 
the complete or partial delivery of the previous frame 
which is accessed in parallel. This synchronization 
behavior is modeled by associating the same TVl to 
frame header and frames, that is (30,40,50). The trans- 
port service provider can deliver frame headers at any 
time in this relative interval (this time can be defined 
by the transport layer from a continuous monitoring of 
the state of the frame stream). Since there is a "mas- 
ter" synchronization type between the delivery of a 
given frame and the one of the next frame header, deli- 
very of the nth frame header interrupts the delivery 
and processing of the previous frame (i.e., frame Fn_l). 
Moreover we have previously seen that the different 
slices of a given frame can be delivered in any order to 
the transport service user. The partial order for frame 
slices delivery is specified by the last level of the TSPN 
specification of the proposed MPEG stream transport ser- 
vice, that is the "slice layer" (Fig. 10-d). From a mode- 
ling point of view the TSPN of this level gives a detailed 
specification of the partial order associated to a frame 
(i.e. this is a sub-net associated to an abstract place F i of 
the upper layer, that is the frame layer). Note that each 
slice of a frame can be delivered at any time within the 
relative interval (30,40,50). 
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V. IMPLEMENTATION OF 
THE POC PROTOCOL 
The implementation f the POC protocol runs on the 
user space and relies on " POSlX threads lc" API provided 
by Solaris 2.5.1. Threads are used because they provide: 
(1) high performance inter-task synchronisation a d com- 
munication operations, (2) a powerful set of synchronisa- 
tion primitives, and (3) compatibility with a large variety 
of platforms. As far as the communication subsystem is
concerned, POE uses UDPhP bi-directional connections with 
the help of TLI (transport layer interface). The software 
architecture is illustrated in Figure 12. Note that the sender 
and the receiver sides present some differences. Indeed, 
order delivery is controlled only at the receiver, conversely 
retransmissions are only controlled at the sender. 
V. 1. The sender entity 
During connection establishment phase, the required 
QOS is specified by the user and the synchronization 
module is configured. Then, the sending entity achieves 
the following tasks during data transfer: (1) packetiza- 
tion of user data, (2) packet transmission, and (3) 
retransmission f lost packets. These tasks are respecti- 
vely performed by three threads: the main thread, the 
transmission thread, and the retransmission thread. 
Packet creation is performed by the main thread by 
putting user data into a packet buffer which is maintai- 
ned for eventual retransmission u til the packet is either 
acknowledged or has expired. Buffers are obtained from 
a buffer pool which is created at protocol setup time. 
The aim of this buffer pool is to suppress time consu- 
ming dynamic memory allocation operations (remember 
that POE works at the user level). Packet ransmission is
triggered by putting them into the input queue of the 
transmission thread. 
Packet retransmission is controlled by the retrans- 
mission thread. Operations of this thread are controlled 
by the rules stated in section II. 4.1. packet retransmis- 
sion is managed by putting them into the input queue of 
the transmission thread. 
Finally, the transmission thread transmits packets 
received from both the main thread and retransmission 
thread. The choice of dedicating a thread to transmis- 
sion is motivated by the fact that network access point is 
a shared resource (only one port number is used). Thus, 
the transmission thread provides a fair access to this net- 
work access point. 
V. 2. The receiver entity 
The receiver entity performs: (1) generation of ack- 
nowledgements, and (2) control of the delivery order. 
These tasks are performed by two threads, the receiving 
thread and the main thread. 
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When a packet is received by the receiving thread, it 
is buffered (within a pool of buffers), and then put into 
the input queue of the main thread. The main thread 
checks the packet validity (essentially it must not be a 
duplicate, or too old). If the packet is valid, it decides its 
delivery by following the previously evoked rules (sec- 
tion II. 4.2.1 and II. 4.2.2), otherwise the packet is 
canceled and the buffer is released. 
The current implementation supports only the AND, 
MASTER, and basic types of synchronization. 
T 
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TRANSPORT SERVICES ADAPTED TO MULTIMEDIA APPLICATIONS 
At sender side, the file handler extracts an MPEG 
video sequence from a file and creates TSDUS accor- 
ding to the packetization scheme described in section 
IV. 2. 
At receiver side, an ad-hoc MPEG decoder ensures the 
correct flow presentation. It has been designed to cope 
with disorder and unreliability according to a partial 
order transport strategy. However, it remains a fully com- 
patible MPEG I decoder, the ordering information being 
placed in a reserved unused field of the MPEG stream 
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FIG. 12. - -  Software architecture of POC protocol 
Architecture logicielle d'un protocole TPCO 
VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND 
EXPERIMENTAL  RESULTS 
In this section, the performance of three transport 
services, i.e., connectionless, connection-oriented, and 
partial order is evaluated for MPEG video transport. The 
goal of these performance measures is tohighlight he 
benefits of a POC service in terms of viewing quality 
enhancement and continuity of service. 
VI.1. Evaluation platform 
The functional architecture of the evaluation plat- 
form is based on four main subsystems: the sender, the 
receiver, the transport protocol implementing each of 
the transport services, and the network. 
format. The implementation f our MPEG I decoder and 
player (called MPEG POC_PLAY) is able to process MPEG I 
bit-streams. This player is based on the MPEG II player 
MPEO2PLAY [10] of which are recovered DCT functions, 
movement compensation functions and some Xll  dis- 
play routines. To allow disordered information to be pro- 
cessed, reference pictures that need to be presented but in 
which one or several slices are lacking (due to late or 
communication lost), are buffered. Downstream acro- 
blocks making reference to these missing slice(s) are also 
buffered. When a missing slice reaches the receiver, the 
decoder fixes the reference picture and all related owns- 
tream macro-blocks. These fixed pictures and blocks are 
then used to decode the incoming stream of pictures. We 
have measured that partial order support induces no more 
that 0.45 % additional overhead with 5 % of packets arri- 
ving out of their presentation time. 
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The transport service is supported by either UDP/IP, 
POC/UDP/IP or  TCP/IP point-to-point sessions. Note that the 
goal of these experiments is not to compare the raw per- 
formances of these protocols, whose services are very dif- 
ferent, but to highlight the benefits of a poc approach, 
specifically in terms of service continuity and error reco- 
very. On the other hand, in order to adapt he TcPnP ser- 
vice to the needs of video transport, the TCP-NODELAY 
mode has been used. Therefore, the assembling of several 
TPDU into one TSDU (the classical behavior of TCP) has 
been avoided to reduce inter-packet delay. 
The network used is the best-effort Internet. The 
tests have been made in the context of a Metropolitan 
Area Network situated in Toulouse, France. The server 
was placed at LAAS/CNRS, the client at Ensica. Between 
these two places, there are approximately 10 km and 
5 IP nodes. The server uns on an Ultra Sparc 1 and the 
client on an Ultra Sparc 2. 
The obtained experimental results concerns two 
main aspects: (1) the impact on the viewing quality and 
(2), the continuity of service. 
VI.2. Impact on the viewing quality 
Using the on-demand MPEG video application descri- 
bed in the previous ection, the video transfer was tested 
by using successively UDP, TCP and the proposed new 
transport service. The experiment used an MPEG video 
sequence ,characterised by a prediction scheme with 
M = 4 and N = 12 and 15 slices per picture. The size of 
each TSDU corresponds to the size of one picture slice. 
Considering pictures of 15 slices and a 25 frames per 
second rate, the inter TSDU period for emission is 
roughly 2 ms. 
Figure 13 shows the three resulting sequences using 
UDP, TCP and POC. 
During the transmission of the shown sequence of 
pictures (which corresponds to one entire GOP), several 
slices have been lost: slices 6, 12 and 15 from picture PI 
(I frame), slices 6 and 9 from picture P2 (B frame) and 
slices 2, 4, 11, 12 and 14 from picture P3 (B frame). In 
other words, the considered GOP suffers a 5.56 % packet 
loss. 
Slice loss with the UDP approach damages 15 pic- 
tures from the first 1 frame to the third B frame of the 
next GOP because we consider an open GOP [4, 18]. The 
TCP approach does not alter any of the presented pic- 
tures. Nevertheless, the recovery scheme makes the 
stream to be paused during the time necessary to 
retransmit the lost information, thereby introducing a 
discontinuity in the video stream. In the considered 
experiment, the recovery delay was approximately equal 
to the session round-trip time RTT (80 ms). The resulting 
blocking time corresponds to a two picture duration. In 
contrast, the POC approach can be considered as a good 
compromise between the two other approaches. Indeed, 
the damage caused by the loss is limited and there is no 
blocking time. As it can be seen in the last video 
sequence, the only pictures that are damaged by losses 
FIG. 13. - -  Error recovery and playback continuity atfinal presentation level (a demo is available at http://dmi.ensica.frlpoc) 
Influence de la mdthode de rgcupdration des erreurs sur la continuitd et la qualitd de la prgsentation perques par l'utilisateur 
(une ddmonstration est disponible it 1 'adresse http://dmi.ensica.fdpoc) 
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FIG. 14. - -  Optimised error recovery 
Optimisation de la rdcupdration d'erreur 
are Pl and P2" Picture P3 and the following ones are 
fixed in a time corresponding to the recovery delay 
necessary to get the lacking reference slices. 
As we can see, the poc protocol offers an optimal 
error recovery mechanism. Actually, only TPDUS whose 
recovery is necessary (such as those involving upper 
layer headers) can potentially originate a blocking time. 
To illustrate such a behavior, we give the trace in Figure 
14 of the packets received on the client during transmis- 
sion of the considered video sequence. 
The notation ST, P represents the slice n from the 
frame p whose type is T (i.e. I, B or P). When this nota- 
tion is inside a box, the slice was received, else it was 
lost. In the latter last case, an arrow represents he new 
receiving position induced by the error recovery mecha- 
nism. For instance, slice SI 4s was lost and the error 
recovery mechanism delays the delivery such that it 
arrives after its presentation time. Note that only losses 
corresponding to I type slices are successfully reco- 
vered. Since their interval of validity is longer than the 
Rrr. In contrast, B type slices always arrive after their 
corresponding interval of validity, they are then rejected 
by the poc protocol. Note that the absence of time 
references leads the POC protocol to try unsuccessful 
retransmissions due to an excessive Rrr. Actually, 
during the transmission of 960 frames, 112 slices of 
type B were lost and none successfully recovered. 
Therefore, the association of a time reference (such as 
the TSPN TVI, section II. 4. 1) coupled with network QOS 
monitoring could allow the sender to determine if the 
retransmission f a lost TSDU will be successful. 
VI.3. Impact on service continuity 
To estimate the impact of a POC service on service 
continuity, the TCP service has been used as reference. 
As we have seen above, the loss of TSDUS generates 
blocking times, which in turn generates a viewing 
degradation. Figure 15 illustrates the distribution fre- 
quency of inter-packet time of a POC service versus a 
TCP service, both under the same network conditions. 
For a TCP connection, the frequencies of inter packet 
time are more distributed than those of a POC connec- 
tion. Finally, Table I shows the mean inter-packet time 
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FIG. 15. - -  Frequency distribution of inter packet ime 
Distribution des temps inter-paquets 
for TCP, POC and UDP. Note that the Poc inter-packet time 
is very close to UDP. 
TABLE I. - -  Inter-packet time for TCP, POC and UDP 
Ddlai moyen inter-paquet pour TCP, POC et UDP 
VI.4. Experimenting time in transport protocols 
Considering that extending poc with temporal vali- 
dity interval introduces more flexibility in the manage- 
ment of transport service data unit, we have analyzed 
and experimented the impact of the integration of rate 
adaptive mechanisms in the transport layer. The basic 
idea involves adapting the delivery of transport service 
data units to the quality of service delivered by the net- 
work [6]. The admissible temporal variability of applica- 
tion layer information units, as modeled by temporal 
validity intervals, makes it possible to adapt he delivery 
rate of transport data units to the transport service user. 
The proposed control technique is based on the state of 
the receiving buffer of the receiving transport entity. 
Indeed, the state of this buffer reflects the past, current 
and partly future (i.e., relative to the application, the buf- 
fer contains information units which will be consumed in 
the future) evolution of the network QOS. Buffer state 
monitoring is made from a dynamic partitioning of the 
transport buffer in different areas of which the crossing 
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triggers the use of two fundamental regulation tech- 
niques. The first level of regulation is based on a short 
term local loop mechanism which consists of a progres- 
sive reduction (when the buffer level falls below a pre- 
defined threshold) or increase (when the buffer level 
goes above a pre-defined threshold) of the delivery rate. 
Note that this rate regulation has to conform to the trans- 
port service QOS derived from the application layer requi- 
rements as defined in section III. 1. When risks of buffer 
underflow or overflow are identified, a second long term 
global loop regulation level aims to renegotiate with the 
sender entity the transport layer QOS by fairly adapting 
the use of network resources to their estimated availabi- 
lity. Once again this renegotiation has to be done within 
the bounds of admissible services defined by the consi- 
dered TPOr The impact of local and global loop regula- 
tion techniques on the QOS delivered to a MPEGI video 
player application is illustrated in Figure 16. In this 
figure, resulting from experimental results, we see that in 
case of adverse network conditions (in this case a brutal 
decrease of the network bandwidth during the time inter- 
val [10,30]) local loop and global loop regulation tech- 
niques dramatically improve the OOS of the transport ser- 
vice, and more generally, the robustness of distributed 
multimedia applications. Figure 16.c illustrates the 
simple effect of the buffering capacity of the transport 
layer buffer which is able to mask during 1 ls in this case 
the brutal fall of the network OOS. After this delay the 
OOS offered to the transport service user is totally uncon- 
trolled and enslaved to the best-effort network OOS. 
Notice that when the network QOS returns to an accep- 
table level (i.e., at time 31), the OOS delivered to the 
transport service user becomes nominal again but at the 
cost of a nearly empty transport buffer which is now 
563 
very sensitive to network QOS variations. The second sce- 
nario shows the impact of a classical renegotiation of the 
transport QOS. The renegotiation triggered 6.5 s after the 
reduction of network QOS allow to define a transport QOS 
simultaneously compatible with the available network 
QOS and the minimum acceptable application QOS (defi- 
ned by the application when the transport TPOC connec- 
tion is opened). In this case, 1 picture on 3 is transmitted 
only. Notice the difference between this approach and 
the previous one. Indeed, in this case the QOS delivered to 
the application is fully mastered (as long as a trade off 
between the QOS delivered by the network and the one 
accepted by the application can be found) and the load of 
network is fairly decreased. The drawback of this 
scheme is that it uses the network for feedback messages 
at time when the network is already overloaded; there- 
fore the latency between the global loop triggering done 
by the transport receiving entity and its reception by the 
transport sending entity is non-deterministic. This consi- 
deration calls for the use of deterministic local loop 
actions which allow to adapt the transport service deli- 
very to the network QOS while reducing the use of global 
loop actions. Such an approach is illustrated by Figure 
16.d where a progressive reduction the delivery rate of 
transport service data units is first applied. This local 
regulation technique delays and sometimes uppresses 
the use of global actions. In this case the reduction of the 
delivery rate conforms to the TPOC service defined in 
Figure 10.c. This TPOC service specification associates a 
temporal validity interval equal to [30,40,50] with each 
frame component (i.e. frame headers and slices). Accor- 
dingly, the transport layer can adjust its delivery rate for 
offering between 20 and 33 frames per second to the ser- 
vice user. 
available rate (kbit/s) 
43 
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10 30 time (s) 
(a) 
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43' k - - ___ . .~~ [ _ _  
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14 
I, 
10 21 3031 time(s) 
(b) 
available rate (kbit/s) global oop triggering available (kbit/s) 
43 ' ,it " - /  ~ 43' 
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14 
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FI~. 16. - -  Impact of rate a adaptive transport service on the QOS delivered to the application. (a) Variation of network bandwidth ; 
(b) classical regulation technique based on the transport buffer capacity only ; (c) global loop regulation based on the renegotiation 
of the transport QOS; (d) combined use of local oop and global loop actions 
Influence d'un service de transport emporis~ adaptatif sur la qualitd de service applicative. (a) Variation de la bande passante du riseau ; 
(b) technique de rdgulation classique basde sur 1 'utilisation exclusive d'un tampon dans l 'entiti de transport riceptrice ;
(c) rdgulation en boucle globale induisant une rendgociation de qualitd de service avec l 'entitd de transport dmettrice ; 
(d) utilisation combinde d'actions locales et globales 
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Note that local loop regulation techniques not only 
reduce the use of global actions, but also decrease per- 
iods where a minimum QOS is offered to the transport 
service user. Moreover, this approach is more robust to 
network QOS variations because it entails a density of 
probability of the buffer occupation heavily centered on 
the buffer mean size [5]. Therefore, the use of regulation 
techniques based on weakly synchronous time cons- 
traints as expressed by TPOC, helps to dramatically 
enhance the QOS delivered by transport protocols on top 
of best effort networks. However this new generation of 
protocols is also useful when guaranteed network ser- 
vices can be used. Indeed, they offer tradeoff capabilities 
between QOS, its impact on network resources, and price. 
VII. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, the definition and the implementation 
of a partial order and partial reliability weakly syn- 
chronous transport service have been presented. In this 
context, a new mechanism for partial reliability was 
introduced and implemented. This reliability allows 
the semantics of an application's data units to be taken 
into account in order to distinguish mandatory data 
units from other ones. Such an approach is able to deli- 
ver a transport service less sensitive to variations of 
network QOS. Moreover, when combined with the 
concept of weakly synchronous transport service, POC 
allows the QOS of distributed multimedia pplications 
to be dramatically enhanced on top of current best 
effort networks. 
The Qos protocol has been implemented at a user 
level. With the help of this protocol implementation, a 
set of MPEG video transfer tests were achieved in an 
Internet context. Results show that the poc protocol is 
able to optimize the network service in terms of reliabi- 
lity, order and continuity (i.e. reduction of the blocking 
times). 
Future efforts are oriented towards the development 
of congestion control mechanisms and time related 
resource management techniques. 
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